Dynamics and energetics of the base flipping conformation studied with base pair-mimic nucleosides.
A base flipping conformation is found in many biological processes, including DNA repair and DNA and RNA modification processes. To investigate the dynamics and energetics of this unusual conformation in a double helix, base flipping induced by the base pair analogues of deoxyadenosine and deoxycytidine derivatives tethering a phenyl or naphthyl group was investigated. DNA strands bearing the base pair analogues stabilized the base flipping conformation of a complementary RNA, resulting in a site-specific hydrolysis by specific base catalysis. Measurements of the hydrolysis rate and the thermal stability of DNA/RNA duplexes suggested an unconstrained flexibility of the flipped-out ribonucleotide. As established in the base flipping by DNA repair and DNA and RNA modification enzymes, the results suggested that base flipping occurred in competition with base pair formation. In addition, the deoxycytidine derivatives discriminated G from I (inosine), with respect to the base pair interaction energy, as observed for a damaged base or a weakened base pair search by DNA repair proteins. The base pair mimic nucleosides would be useful for investigating the base flipping conformation under the equilibrium with base pairing.